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Sharing its name with the third-generation European Ford Escort , the model line is the first
front-wheel drive Ford developed and sold in North America. Overcoming the tarnished
reputation for quality and safety established by the fuel tank defect of the Pinto, the Escort
became highly successful in the American marketplace. After , the model line became the
best-selling car in the United States, a position it held during most of the s. The replacement of
the Pinto by the Escort was the first Ford model line to adapt front-wheel drive. The Escort was
produced across three generations. Introduced for , the second generation became a near-twin
of the Mazda-designed Ford Laser a model line sold in Asia and Oceania ; sharing a platform
and powertrain with the Mazda , the Escort grew into the compact car segment. The second
generation was also sold as the Mercury Tracer. For , the third generation was an extensive
redesign of the second-generation platform Escort sedan, introducing the ZX2 coupe; Mercury
continued to sell the Tracer sedan and wagon. For the model year, the Ford Focus succeeded
the Escort as the compact model line as a new-generation "world car"; after the model year, the
Escort shifted primarily to fleet sales, ending production after the model year. The first North
American Escort went on sale on October 3, , for the model year, along with its corporate twin,
the Mercury Lynx. The Escort was available with an "SS" package that included blacked-out
trim, a special stripe and decal package, upgraded brakes, and wider tires. The car was
freshened in , and added Ford's blue oval logo for the first time along with a new grille. In March
an HO high output version of the engine was added, originally only in the EXP and with an
automatic transmission, but soon thereafter available with a manual and also in the sporting
Escort GT which had replaced the SS. In addition to the HO engine, the GT featured cosmetic
changes such as "GT" emblems and stripes, while under the shell there were uprated brakes
and a close-ratio four-speed gearbox. For , the GLX model was dropped and replaced with a
fuel-injected LX model, available as a five-door hatchback or wagon, with a GT engine, blackout
trim, and styled cast aluminum wheels. The interior received a new dashboard, and new rubber
shift boots for manual models; automatic models received new gear selector levers with
straight lines for gear selection instead of the twisting "? Although the basic silhouette was the
same, it was almost completely different from the European version, apart from the Ford CVH
engine. There was a 1. It also came with a five-speed transmission, TRX handling package, front
and rear spoilers, metric-sized alloy wheels and fog lights. Also beginning with the model year,
the Ford EXP received the option of the turbocharged 1. GT models featured high output
engines with revised intake manifolds, cylinder heads and real headers available only with
manual transmissions. The Lynx was retired for , but was replaced by the Mazda -derived
"Tracer" model. This Mazda platform was revamped in and debuted as the Mazda Protege. The
Escort saw another minor facelift in mid, which smoothed out the front and rear fascias.
Three-door hatchback models had curving windowlines along the sides towards the rear of the
cars. The engine was also updated with a slightly revised camshaft and roller lifters. The new
design is commonly referred to as the " Finding some popularity during the final three years of
this generation was the Pony model, which was the least-expensive U. Pony models used
plainer interior trim with greater use of vinyl and plastic instead of cloth, and four-speed manual
transaxles were standard, although buyers could opt for the five-speed found in LX models or
the three-speed ATX automatic. The Mercury Lynx is the Escort's twin. Although the Escort was
now essentially a twin of the Laser instead of the European Escort, it kept the Escort name in
North America due to strong brand equity as well as Chrysler already using the Laser name on
the Plymouth equivalent of the Mitsubishi Eclipse. The prior Escort used localized engines and
shared some elements of design with the European model. The Escort for the s, however, was
almost identical to the Ford Laser and its derivatives, with minor differences in appearance and
base engine. While the Laser featured identical powertrains to the Mazda Familia , the Escort
carried over the 1. Much of the external styling mimicked the first generation Ford Taurus. This
generation of the Escort was one of the first Ford automobiles to feature, on the 1. It also
featured a new electronically controlled four-speed automatic transmission, as well as an
independent rear suspension, both at the time relatively uncommon in cars in this class. The
Mazda-based model sold sluggishly in America at first, since only hatchback models were
offered upon its launch, but became popular later by , after the sedan was introduced, available
in either LX or LX-E trim levels. For the â€” model years, Ford offered the Escort on a "one
price" basis, with the same price for a three- or five-door hatchback, a sedan or a wagon when
equipped with the most popular options three-doors quickly added alloy wheels to the "one
price" specification. The Pony departed in , replaced by the "standard" trim level. The LX and
standard or Pony were equipped with the 1. The Pony or later standard was the base trim level,
lacking most features like power steering or a radio. The LX was the upscale trim level, and a
sport package could be added to make it look like a GT. Subtle differences can be noticed in all
three Escort models sedan, hatchback and wagon from to In , the grill oval hall around the

"Ford" emblem became a little larger in order to allow more air to enter under the hood to cool
the engine. A driver's airbag was introduced in as well, and by , both driver and passenger
airbags were standard with the redesigned dash for the model year. The restyle dropped the
hatchbacks and added a new sporty coupe for the model year. The ZX2 was a much lower-slung
and rakish car than both the Escort sedan and wagon, aimed squarely at the youth market as a
replacement for the Escort GT although lacking the its rear disc brake setup and was built
exclusively at Ford's Hermosillo, Sonora , Mexico, assembly plant. The interior was refreshed
for , and the model was retired after It had a completely redesigned dashboard, and included a
panel that unified the heat and radio controls, similar to that of the third generation Ford Taurus.
The Escort ZX2 coupe featured the 2. Intended for use as the base engine in the larger European
Ford Mondeo and its American cousins, the Ford Contour and Mercury Mystique , the Zetec
gave the ZX2 respectable performance, running 0â€”60 mph in 7. There are subtle differences in
the Escort sedan from to For , the reverse lights were moved into the same piece as the tail
lamps; they were previously below the tail lamp on the body. It was offered in The Escort was
offered in a "sport" package as well. The Mercury Tracer's version was called the "Trio" or
"Sport" depending on the year. A basketweave type of wheel was put on the Tracer Trio while a
flower petal pattern was used on the Tracer Sport. The Escort wagon largely retained the same
body style, gaining only the new interior, front end and fascia, side-view mirrors, door handles,
badging, and slightly restyled taillamps and reflectors. The black window frames on the doors
of some models became body-colored. Both the Escort wagon and the Mercury Tracer sedan
and wagon were discontinued after The Escort sedan was discontinued in , but continued to be
sold as fleet and rental cars only. It was replaced by the Ford Focus [ citation needed ]. The last
Ford Escort rolled off the assembly line on February 20, The last ZX2 rolled off the assembly
line on March 21, In Mexico, it was replaced by the smaller Ford Ikon. For , the four-door sedan
was limited to fleet sales only and the Escort moniker on the Escort ZX2 was quietly dropped,
making the car officially just a two-door notchback coupe. The Ford Focus debuted in in the U.
Though the two cars share the same Zetec engine, there are a few differences. Thanks to better
gearing and less weight, the ZX2 continued to outperform the Focus. Production ceased at the
end of the model year. The suspension bushings were not installed at the factory but instead
packaged with the car for installation at the dealership. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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is a small family car which was manufactured by Ford of Europe from until The Ford Escort
name was also applied to several small car types produced in North America by Ford between
and In , Ford revived the Escort name for a car based on the second-generation Ford Focus sold
on the Chinese market. The Escort was frequently the best selling car in Britain during the s and
s. A total of more than 4. The first use of the Ford Escort name was for a reduced specification
version of the Ford Squire , a s estate car version of the British Ford Anglia E. The Escort was
as also presented in Europe as the first passenger car to be developed by the merged Ford of
Europe the Transit van having been the first product of this collaboration. Escort production
commenced at the Halewood plant in England during the closing months of , and for left hand
drive markets during September at the Ford plant in Genk. The front suspension and steering
gear were differently configured and the brakes were fitted with dual hydraulic circuits; also the
wheels fitted on the Genk-built Escorts had wider rims. In June , six years into the car's UK
introduction, Ford announced the completion of the two millionth Ford Escort, a milestone
hitherto unmatched by any Ford model outside the US. The Escort had conventional rear-wheel
drive and a four-speed manual gearbox , or three-speed automatic transmission. The
suspension consisted of MacPherson strut front suspension and a simple live axle mounted on
leaf springs. The Escort was the first small Ford to use rack-and-pinion steering. Initially, the
Escort was sold as a two-door saloon with circular front headlights and rubber flooring on the

"De Luxe" model. The "Super" model featured rectangular headlights, carpets, a cigar lighter
and a water temperature gauge. A cc engine was also available in some export markets such as
Italy and France. This tiny engine remained popular in Italy, where it was carried over for the
Escort Mark II, but in France it was discontinued during There was a GT performance version,
with a tuned 1. This version featured additional instrumentation with a tachometer, battery
charge indicator, and oil pressure gauge. The same tuned 1. Later, an "executive" version of the
Escort was produced known as the "E". This featured the same 13" road wheels and flared
wings of the Sport, but was trimmed in an upmarket, for that time, fashion with wood trim on the
dashboard and door cappings. A higher performance version for rallies and racing was
available, the Escort Twin Cam, built for Group 2 international rallying. This engine had
originally been developed for the Lotus Elan. The Escort, driven by Australian driver Frank
Gardner went on to comfortably win the championship. The Mark I Escorts became successful
as a rally car, and they eventually went on to become one of the most successful rally cars of all
time. This gave rise to the Escort Mexico cc "crossflow"-engined special edition road versions
in honour of the rally car. Introduced in November , 10, Mexico Mark Is were built using
bodyshells using additional strengthening panels in high stress areas making them more
suitable for competition. As well as higher performance engines and sports suspension, like the
Mexico these models featured the strengthened bodyshell. Ford also produced an RS model as
an alternative to the somewhat temperamental RS, featuring a 2. This also clocked up some rally
and racing victories; and pre-empted the hot hatch market as a desirable but affordable
performance road car. Like the Mexico and RS, this car was produced at the Aveley plant using
the strengthened bodyshell. All models and were offered in 2 door Saloon, 4 door Saloon and 3
doors Estate versions. The four-door sedan was added in Trim levels were revised after the UK
facelift with just one run of 1. Base and L trims were offered to the end of the Mk I run. Some 1.
Estate versions were mostly imported. The Mk I was produced by Ford Australia from to as a
two- or four-door saloon and as a two-door panel van. Assembly from UK-sourced kits started
in April The last Mk I, a light green cc two-door, was produced on 14 November A total of 14,
units were assembled in Israel, including Escort vans. Sales were helped by the fact that this
generation Escort complied with Japanese government dimension regulations concerning
vehicle dimensions and engine displacement. Only the four-door saloon was offered, and this
was the only generation available to Japanese buyers. The engine displacement contributed to
a lower annual road tax obligation to Japanese buyers which helped sales. The squarer-styled
Mark II [4] version appeared in January The first production models had rolled off the
production lines on 2 December Unlike the first Escort which was developed by Ford of Britain ,
the second generation was developed jointly between the UK and Ford of Germany. Codenamed
"Brenda" during its development, it used the same mechanical components, floorpan and core
structure as the Mark I. The estate and van versions used the same doors, roof and rear
panelwork as the Mark I, but with the Mark II front end and interior. The car used a revised
underbody, which had been introduced as a running change during the last six months
production of the Mark I. The rear suspension still sat on leaf springs though some
contemporaries such as the Hillman Avenger had moved on to coil springs. The car came in for
criticism for its lack of oddments space, with a glove compartment available on only higher end
models, and its stalk-mounted horn. Panel-van versions catered to the commercial sector. The
1. A cosmetic update was given in note that Australia received differing updates - see below ,
with L models gaining the square headlights previously exclusive to the GL and Ghia variants
and there was an upgrade in interior and exterior specification for some models. Underneath a
wider front track was given. Unusual fitments for the range not offered elsewhere on the
Australian Escort included 'dog-dish' steel hubcaps, and high-backed front seats. The initial
powerplants utilized in the Australian Escorts were Ford's 1. Codenamed internally by Ford
Australia as "BC", the Australian Escort range's bodies were modified to fit the larger engine
and a redesigned fuel-tank, which involved the placement of the fuel filler being behind the rear
numberplate. In , Ford Australia standardised the use of the blue oval logo across the Escort
model range. These Escort models are identified by the familiar blue Ford oval in the centre of
the grille and on the right of the bootlid. It also revamped the image of its 'leisure range' by
introducing the Escort Sundowner panel van, positioning it as a youth-orientated lifestyle
vehicle complete with bold body decorations and domed side windows, available in 1. In , Ford
Australia gave the Escort an update, increasing basic equipment levels and standardising
square headlights on L and GL models previously only available on Escort Ghia. These RS cars
certainly looked the part, but were actually powered by the same 2. A total of 2, Australian RS
cars were made. While offered in many model forms, the Escort, like the Cortina , was not
popular on the Australian market, largely due to expanding competition from Japanese imports
and the established preference of Australian drivers for larger six-cylinder vehicles. Unlike the

Australian models, the New Zealand Escort range followed the specifications of the British
models, aside from the use of metric instrumentation. All bodystyles were assembled, including
the estate â€” previously in Mk I guise a built-up import from the United Kingdom. A large
choice of models were available in the NZ Escort range, consisting of 1. A three-speed
automatic transmission was available as an option for most 1. Unlike Australia, the Escort and
Cortina ranges sold well and often topped the car monthly sales lists. An update was given for
the range for , which notably involved the addition of the Ghia model, the adoption of the GL's
square headlights on the lower end models, Ford blue oval badging, and sport wheels on the L
and GL. For , all Ghia models gained standard alloy wheels. The production of British-sourced
and New Zealand-assembled Escorts ended in late Ford dealers offered large price reductions
to shift their remaining Mk II Escort stock when the model was replaced in New Zealand by the
Ford Laser in May , which was a badge engineered Mazda , available in sedan and hatchback
forms. The Escort was a best-seller in the Israeli market, its best year being , when a total of 3,
units were assembled. The line-up included 1. Most were of the four-door variety, and only were
built as a 2-door 1. Assembly ended after 12, units, in April No Ford passenger car was since
then assembled in Israel. Aside from colour-coded hubcaps, most of the equipment differences
were only on the inside with the GL being considerably better equipped. The South African
Escort received the 1. These vehicles had a stronger Kent block cast in South Africa that had
thicker cylinder walls, which was and is still utilised in the Formula Ford series. Nevertheless,
South Africa is now a popular source for re-importing Mk II's back to the UK, since many have
survived in the hotter climate and are therefore not as vulnerable to rust , compared with the
number of good condition European and British built examples rapidly dwindling. Like the Mk I,
many road cars were converted for rally use which further degraded the number of usable
examples for classic enthusiasts. As with its predecessor, the Mark II had a successful rallying
career. A "Sport" model was also produced using the 1. The works rally cars were highly
specialised machines. Bodyshells were heavily strengthened and characterised by the wide
wheelarch extensions, and fitment of four large spotlights for night stages. The Cosworth BDE
engine was replaced with 2. It was complemented by a strengthened transmission, five-speed
straight-cut ZF gearbox, five-linked suspension and more minor modifications. The Mark II
Escort continued its predecessor's run on the RAC Rally , winning every year from to and
racing in a variety of other events around the world. Vatanen won the drivers' title in , again at
the wheel of an RS Ford placed in the top three in the manufacturers' championship for the
sixth year in a row. The 2. Codenamed "Erika", the third generation Escort was launched in
September The car, Ford Europe's second front-wheel drive model, was originally meant to be
called the "Ford Erika", [32] but ended up retaining the Escort name. Some say this was due to
British consumers' reluctance to let go of the "Escort" badge as the first two generations of
Escort had been among Britain's most popular cars, with the Mk II being Britain's best selling
car in , and some say that the Germans were concerned with the song Erika , which was a
famous battlemarch of the German armed forces during World War II. Sales in the United
Kingdom increased, and by it had overtaken the ageing Cortina as the nation's best-selling car,
beginning an eight-year run as Britain's best selling car. Unlike the Mark II, which had
essentially been a reskin of the original platform, the Mark III [4] was a completely new design,
and was conceived as a hi-tech, high-efficiency vehicle which would compete with the
Volkswagen Golf and Honda Civic â€” considered at the time the class benchmarks, and indeed
the car was launched with the advertising tagline " Simple is Efficient ". The Mark III was a
departure from the two previous models, the biggest changes being the adoption of front-wheel
drive and the new hatchback body. The suspension was fully independent all around, departing
from the archaic leaf spring arrangement found on its predecessors. It was Ford Europe's
second front-wheel drive model launch, the first being the smaller Fiesta in The car used Ford's
contemporary design language of the period with the black louvred radiator grille and straked
rear lamp clusters, as well as introducing the aerodynamic "bustle-back" bootlid stump
trademarked by Ford as Aeroback which would be further developed in the forthcoming Sierra
and Scorpio ; the stump was proven to reduce the car's aerodynamic drag co-efficient
significantly, which was a class-leading 0. New were the overhead camshaft CVH engines in 1.
From mid, a five-speed manual gearbox was introduced across the range. This was now
standard on the 1. A selection of features was available, either as standard fitment or optional
extras depending on model, including a tilt-and-slide sunroof , central locking , and electric
windows. All models except for base and L were fitted with a check-light system for low fuel,
low oil, low coolant, low screenwash, and worn out brake pads. For the model year, the Ford
ATX three-speed automatic transmission developed primarily for the US version was available
on the 1. However, the car attracted criticism from the motoring press at launch due to its
suspension, with positive camber on the front wheels and negative camber at the rear, giving

rise to the Mark III's infamous "knock-kneed" stance. The Mark III soon had a reputation for a
harsh, unforgiving ride. In the revised suspension mounts from the Escort-based Orion and the
larger Sierra steering rack were introduced as running changes for the model year which also
coincided with a minor update for it including a new Escort badge at the rear. Another engine,
introduced in August , was the 1. It was available on the L and GL models. The Escort estate
was initially only available with three doors, but a five-door version was introduced in In that
year, a saloon version of the Escort, the Orion , was launched. It used the same mechanicals as
the hatchback, but had a more upmarket image and was not available with the smaller 1. It was
also directed at buyers of the earlier Cortina , which had ceased production in , with its Sierra
successor not available as a saloon at the time. The Mk III model â€” , was the most common
type of car on British roads in December , with almost 1,, examples registered. A convertible
version, made by coachbuilder Karmann , appeared the same year as the five-door estate It was
the first drop-top car produced by Ford Europe since the Corsair of the s. The Escort Cabriolet
was initially available in both XR3i and Ghia specification, but the Ghia variant was later
dropped. Initially this featured a tuned version of the 1. It lacked a five-speed transmission and
fuel injection. Also a prototype with a 2. Persistent problems during the vehicle's development
prompted Ford to drop plans for its production and instead begin work on an all-wheel-drive
model to beat the Audi Quattro , designed and built from scratch, resulting in the RS The Escort
entered production in Brazil in July , with either three or five doors. To better deal with the
tropical heat, the Brazilian three-door Escort received swing-out rear windows, unlike their
European counterparts. Both size engines were also available in alcohol-fuelled versions with
marginally more power. The car had a bad reputation in Scandinavia, with severe rust problems
and issues with the wet liners of the Renault-designed engine. Brazil also received an XR3
version towards the very end of , only available with a tuned version of the 1. Aside from interior
and exterior enhancements including spoilers and inch alloy wheels, the XR3's engine
produced It was built in Brazil in collaboration between Ford and Karmann , with the top
imported from Germany. The Escort was also available in South Africa, as hatchback only, from
March , with the 1. The South African Escorts differ only slightly from European ones, as a
result of local parts content regulations. The fourth version of the Ford Escort was launched in
March , with only a small number of changes. Although popularly regarded as a fourth
generation model and is popularly known as the "Mark IV" , internally within Ford it was
regarded as a Mark III facelift and consequently carried the codename 'Erika'. Internally the car
had a completely new dashboard and other smaller changes. However, the check-light system
for low fuel, low oil, low coolant, low screenwash, and worn out brake pads was no longer fitted
to any model. Air conditioning was not available on cars sold in Europe although it was an
option on cars sold in Argentina and Brazil. Initially Chubb AVA lock barrels were fitted to the
facelifted models but these were soon changed over to the Tibbe type as with the Ford Orion.
All-new competitors from Fiat and Renault were just two years away. As well as an all-new
interior, a new 1. In , the diesel engine was enlarged to 1. Also for the model year, the entry level
1. Carried over from the previous range was the 3-speed automatic which was ultimately
replaced late in the production run with a variant of the CTX stepless gearbox as first used in
the Fiesta a couple of years earlier. A luxurious Orion E with leather seats, fuel injection, alloy
wheels, and a Ghia trim was produced during and A total of 1, were made, with 1, of these
having leather trim. The Orion range was also broadened to include a more basic "L" trim for
the first time. A minor update occurred in Spring where the Escort badge at the rear changed to
look more modern as well as some minor trim revisions in order to maintain interest in the car
until the Mark V arrived the following year. Escorts for European markets continued to be
assembled at Halewood , near Liverpool , and at the West German factory of Saarlouis. Sales
were strong through the decade, and during the later s Escort production also commenced at
the Ford plant originally established for Fiesta production in Valencia. European production
finished in , although stocks of the model, especially the XR3i and RS Turbo variants continued
into and finished in Brazilian Escorts were introduced only shortly after the European originals,
in August At first, only the CHT 1. Power was up marginally over the previous generation. As of
May , the 1. All Escorts made after were fuel-injected , excepting the Hobby models.
Additionally, the Mark IV [4] model was made until on all versions, except the Hobby which was
made until This generation was only built with three doors in Brazil, although the five-door
model was produced in Argentina. It sold well initially, leading all other imports in January
Argentinian production had begun in with many parts imported from Brazil, although the
five-door model was available there from the beginning and the engine options differed. The
original versions were the GL and Ghia, both fitted with the 1. There was also the 1. The fourth
generation Escort remained in production in Argentina until In , the Escort Hobby trim was
introduced in Brazil, using a 1. This was a small-bore version derived from the CHT 1. This

engine was unique to Brazil, whereas the 1. Brazil has a special tax break for cars with engines
of less than one litre, making this a closely contested segment. The Hobby did not receive
Escort badging. There were no trims with a high-power engine in Brazil. The on-board computer
was not available in Brazil. Initially the 1. This model however was poorly received by the
motoring press, and was panned by journalists for its mediocre driving dynamics and
unremarkable styling. The engines which had been carried over from the previous generation
largely unmodified were also heavily criticised for their poor refinement. In early , an all new
Zetec valve engine was launched bringing improved driveability, while also marking the return
of the XR3i which was available with two versions of the 1. Specifications, however, were also
higher than before. The Escort was now available with items such as power steering , electric
windows , central locking , electronic antilock brakes , and air conditioning. Some of these
options were even available on some of the entry-level models. A result of this collaboration
was that these Escorts were equipped with a VW AP engine in the top 1. Three- and five-door
hatchbacks were available, as was a two-door convertible. In , just before being redesigned to
match the European Mark VI, Brazilian production came to a halt and Argentina became the sole
Escort manufacturer in South America. The cars were exported to Brazil and elsewhere. Early
saw the launch of the Escort RS Cosworth. Intended to replace the Sierra Sapphire RS
Cosworth which finished production shortly afterwards as Ford's stalwart rally challenger as
well as a competitor to supercars with private buyers, it used the turbocharged 2. As well as
having four-wheel drive , its most memorable feature was its extremely large "whale-tail"
tailgate spoiler. The 2, road-going examples sold required for homologation purposes were
made, but demand for the car was so high that Ford kept producing them. Later models up have
a smaller turbo than the homologation versions and came with the whale-tail spoiler as an
option. The Escort Cosworth ceased production in , but it has already achieved classic status
and has a huge following. However, the car wasn't mechanically an Escort, being based on the
four-wheel drive Sierra floorpan and mechanicals, including its longitudinally mounted engine,
and was merely clothed in body panels to resemble a Mark V. Stung by the criticism of the
original Mark V which was still hugely popular despite motoring press criticism of its styling,
ride and handling , Ford facelifted the Escort and Orion in September , giving the revised cars a
new grille, bonnet and, in the Escort convertible and hatchback's case, a new rear end. A new 1.
Fuel injection was now standard on all petrol models, and Ford introduced a four-wheel-drive
variant of the RS, offering much improved handling over its front-wheel-drive cousins. A first for
the Escort also saw the introduction of all disc brakes on all four wheels as standard on all RS
and XR3i models. Also new for were 1. In September , the Orion name was retired, with the
saloon taking on the Escort badge. The XR3i was discontinued several months later, at the
beginning of The crash structure of the Escort and Orion was also improved for as part of the
facelift, featuring side impact bars, a reinforced safety cage, improved crumple zones and front
seat-belt pretensioners and for airbags were added to the Escort range. This Escort was the first
European Ford after the Mondeo to feature an airbag; shortly afterwards a driver's airbag
became standard across the whole Ford range, with many other models having a passenger
airbag as at least optional equipment. Production ended in , although stocks including the
Escort, Escort L, Ghia and Si continued through and finished in The Ford Escort [4] was revised
in January , although it was still based on the previous model. This version had new front lights,
bonnet, front wings, front and rear bumpers, wing mirrors, door handles and 4 different front
radiator grilles slats, honeycomb, circles and chrome. At the rear, the Ford logo moved from the
right to the centre of the boot, except for the van and some convertible models. The interior of
the car was hugely revised too following heavy criticism of the original car which featured low
quality plastics for its interior mouldings - the car now featured an all new dashboard
arrangement of competitive quality. However, the underlying car was now five years old and
most of its rivals were either new or to be imminently replaced. The two entry level engines were
revised â€” the 1. There were no changes to either the venerable 1. The improved iB5 version of
the venerable BC-series transmission was also later introduced as a running change.
Dynamically, the handling and ride were also much improved with revised suspension set up
from that on the previous Mark V models. The sporty "Si" model had slightly stiffer suspension
than the Encore, LX and Ghia variants, although the Si was otherwise the same as the LX with
some additional standard, mainly cosmetic, enhancements such as front and rear spoilers
which were also available as options on the LX , sports seats and white-faced dashboard
instruments. A new Ghia X model was introduced around , which included air conditioning and
a 6 CD autochanger as standard. Although the equipment of the Ghia below it was reduced, it
was now more affordable. The GTi was available in 3- and 5-door hatchback and estate
bodystyles. In Chile, to avoid confusion with the US-market Escort which was being sold
alongside it, this generation was sold as the "EuroEscort" for several years. In , Ford

announced an all-new car, the Focus , which replaced the Escort and superseded the "Escort"
name that had been in use for 30 years. The Escort range was cut down to just "Flight" and
"Finesse" editions, and sold for a further two years in parallel with the Focus. All engines
except the 1. The more competitive prices managed to keep European Escort sales going until
the last one rolled off the Halewood assembly line in July , although remaining stocks were sold
into , making it the last Ford car to be assembled there. The plant was transferred to Jaguar that
year for the new X-Type saloon, and following the later merger with Land Rover and the sale of
the plant to Tata , Ford now only has a small presence at Halewood - retaining the transmission
works at the site. The van variant remained in production in a facility located behind the now
Jaguar plant at Halewood until when the new Transit Connect model was introduced. The Escort
hatchback and estate were produced in Argentina until , having been sold alongside its
successor the Focus during the final stages of production. Escort-based light vans had been
offered since , although the market sector, always larger in the UK than in continental Europe,
dated back beyond the s when successive Ford Anglias had been available with a van variant.
After the demise of the Escort, Ford would be represented in this niche by the Turkish
assembled Ford Transit Connect. While this generation was not sold in Australia at any point, it
was however sold in New Zealand imported fully built up from the UK between and in all
bodystyles including the van, replacing the Ford Laser. The hatch and saloon were
discontinued in due to unfavourable exchange rates - this is also the reason why the Laser was
reintroduced, and the Focus was not introduced to the New Zealand market until The Escort
estate and van continued on sale on the local market until until stock from the UK dried up, the
estate having reasonable success due to the lack of a replacement Laser wagon following the
end of local production of the outdated s KE Laser wagon in Only models sold in Continental
Europe and the British Isles are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. European small family car. This article is about the European
Ford Escorts sold from to Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Escort Squire-based estate. See
also: Ford Escort rally championship. A Mark II rally car at a stage rally time control, displaying
the extended wheel arches. Post-facelift Escort Saloon Equipe trim level - after the Orion name
was dropped. Retrieved 27 July Archived from the original on 2 September Panorama Auto.
Retrieved 28 March Motor : 26â€” September Archived from the original on 27 May Retrieved 29
December Channel Four Television. Retrieved 30 December The History of Ford in Australia.
December SA Motor. Retrieved 20 August Auto, Motor und Sport. Car of the year. Archived from
the original on 1 January Retrieved 18 September Archived from the original PDF on 7 October
Retrieved 4 December Quattroruote: Tutte le Auto del Mondo in Italian. Milano: Editoriale Domus
S. Echappement in French. Paris, France: Michael Hommell : 66â€” Covered mag. Retrieved 6
September Best Cars Web Site in Portuguese. Archived from the original on 6 June Archived
from the original on 7 September Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne, Switzerland:
Hallwag, AG. Archived from the original on 11 May January Quattroruote in Italian. Milan, Italy:
Editoriale Domus. Archived from the original on 25 November Parabrisas in Spanish. Archived
from the original on 11 March Retrieved 28 April Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Quatro Rodas
in Portuguese. Archived from the original on 10 February Ford Otosan. Archived from the
original on 28 September Retrieved 26 September Ford of Europe. Ford Motor Company.
Tourneo Courier Tourneo Connect Tourneo. Ranger P Ford vehicles. E-Series Cutaway F F
Category Commons. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Small family car C. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive â€”, Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive â€” Front-engine, four-wheel-drive â€” Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Ford
Escort Mark II 2-door saloon Henry Liddon. Stuart Pegg. Hans Thorszelius. Martti Tiukkanen.
David Richards. Peter Bryant. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Ford CE14 platform. OHV 8V
inline-four. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford Escort Europe. Fiesta I. Fiesta II.
Small family car. Anglia E. Escort I. Escort II. Escort III. Large family car. Consul II. Cortina I.
Cortina II. Ford Taunus P1. Taunus P4. Taunus P6. Executive car. Taunus P2. Taunus P3.
Taunus P5. Taunus P7a. Taunus P7b. Granada II. Zephyr I. Zephyr II. Zodiac I. Zodiac II. Zodiac
III. Consul Capri. Capri I. Capri II. Capri III. Transit I. Transit II. City car. Fiesta IV. Fiesta V. Fiesta
III. Fiesta VI. Fiesta VII. Focus I. Focus II. Focus III. Focus IV. Sierra I. Sierra II. Mondeo I. Mondeo
II. Mondeo III. Mondeo IV. Scorpio II. Sports car. Mustang VI. Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick
I. Maverick II. Kuga I. Kuga II. Kuga III. Large SUV. Explorer Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I.
Large MPV. S-MAX I. Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy III. Courier III. Courier IV. Transit Courier. Transit
Connect I. Transit Connect II. Transit Custom. Transit III. Transit IV. Transit V. Transit VI. Ranger
I. Ranger II. Ranger III. Bolt Pattern: 5 X 4. Bolt Pattern: 5 X 5. Bolt Pattern: 6 X 5. Bolt Pattern: 8
X 6. OR 85 to 95 lb-ft. Bolt Pattern: 10 X 7. Bolt Pattern: 4 X 4. Bolt patterns can be 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
or 10 lug holes. A bolt circle of 5 x 4. There are four important measurements that are used to

categorize and identify a wheel for fitment purposes. If there is an EVEN number of lugs:
Measure center-to-center on lugs directly across from each other. Alloy wheels should always
be installed using a torque wrench ensuring proper mount. Check your vehicle owner manual
for specifications. Hub Center Bore: Relates to the center hole in the wheel that centers the
wheel on the hub of the car. Since most wheels are mass produced, they have a large center
bore to accommodate several different vehicles. If this is the case, it is recommended that you
use a hub ring. Hub rings are hard plastic or metal ring that fits between the wheel and the
vehicle. This centers the wheel perfectly on the hub ensuring that there is no run out when the
wheel is installed on to the vehicle. Wheel offset is the distance from the mounting surface of
the wheel to the true center line of the rim. This in effect brings the tire in to the fender well
more. This will cause the tire to stick out away from the vehicle. This information is accurate to
the best of our knowledge. No warranties or guarantees are expressed or implied as to the
accuracy of the information provided on this site. Use of this site constitutes your agreement to
these terms. Select Make Wheel Dimensions There are four important measurements that are
used to categorize and identify a wheel for fitment purposes. Rim Diameter The actual diameter
of the wheel at the point where the tire bead seats NOT the outer lip of the rim. Rim Width
Measure from the inside of the outer lip at the bead seating point to the inner lip. Back Spacing
From the inside of the wheel at the point where it contacts the hub, brake drum or axle flange to
the inside edge lip of the wheel. Bolt Pattern The measured diameter of an imaginary circle
formed by the centers of the wheel lugs or bolt holes. Wheel Offset Wheel offset is the distance
from the mounting surface of the wheel to the true center line of the rim. Stud Size. Minimum
Thread Engagement turns. We're surprised the ZX2 Coupe has lasted this long. It's not a terrible
car, but the Focus ZX3 is so much better that we wonder what the point of this Escort-based
econocoupe is. It has some decent skills to offer, but it's getting old and definitely feeling the
heat from younger and more dynamic members of the team. The younger and more dynamic
teammate would be Ford's Focus ZX3. Both the Escort ZX2 and the Focus ZX3 are aimed at
attracting young buyers through a combination of an affordable price, unique styling, versatility
and a fun-to-drive nature. The ZX2 has been around since as the coupe version of the Escort
Sedan. It shares the same basic front-drive platform and suspension components with the
Escort Sedan which is no longer available. The ZX2 has its own unique body panels, however,
and its styling could be an attribute to some people, especially those who dislike the
sharp-angled Focus, which might explain the ZX2's longevity. But allow us to be frank: The
Focus is a much better car. We see little reason to buy a ZX2 Coupe over a Focus. The ZX2's
lower price might be attractive, but the difference isn't that great. All the while, the Focus has a
roomier interior, better suspension and handling, and better crash-test scores. If the ZX2 were
middle management, it would probably be fired by now. The two-door Escort ZX2 is available in
three trim levels: standard, deluxe and premium. Standard on all ZX2s are foglamps, a cassette
player and a rear spoiler. Deluxe versions add air conditioning, cruise control and a CD player,
while the Premium package includes power windows and locks. Options include ABS and a
sunroof. The only engine available is Ford's 2. This is the same engine that's used in the Focus
ZX3, and it's rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The Zetec engine is competitive for
this class, and its best attribute is a broad and usable power band. A five-speed manual
transmission is standard, and a four-speed automatic is optional. The ZX2 provides basic safety
features like front airbags, glow-in-the-dark trunk release and seatbelt pre-tensioners, with ABS
as optional equipment. It lacks modern advancements like traction or stability control and side
airbags. NHTSA frontal crash testing hasn't been performed on the two-door, though the
no-longer-available four-door earned three stars for driver and front-passenger safety. Rear
passengers in a side impact may fare well with a score of four stars, but the ZX2 earned just a
single star in side-impact testing for front passengers. Understeer is the predominant handling
trait of the aged ZX2. We do like the Zetec engine and the sufficient thrust that it provides. The
manual's shifter is rather floppy and has long throws, but it's clearly the better choice for a
more sporting drive. Inside, the ZX2 has a swoopy some would say overwrought instrument
panel that blends into the door panels. Both front and rear interior room is good for this class,
though the Focus has even more. The same goes for trunk space. The ZX2 will hold As with
most small cars, the ZX2's split rear seatbacks can be flipped forward to make extra space for
longer items. It's always fun watching imports pull up, and not only find out they are slower, but
don't get better mpg. I can fit 3 people and luggage for a week in it and still get 35 mpg hwy.
New fascia reduces cute factor, and increases enthusiast curiosity. Have aftermarket tires, rims,
muffler, air intake, etc. Sure, larger people will want to avoid driving, but were not all lineman
here! Although the car was well worth the 11 large, kind of wish I didn't have to install an
armrest. Nonetheless, this car has more range than one might expect, as I can drive from Tampa
to Miami, and still drive around the city; Fords the best US maker. Almost 4 years and It cost a

ton to maintain this car - I think I've replaced everything once, some things twice front brakes,
portions of exhaust system. My son's hard driving, especially on some bad country roads, and
not taking good care of it was a major contributing factor to its rapid decline. However,
honestly, I think the previous owner simply sold this car at the right time. Best Features: The
gas mileage is fantastic! I own an '07 Mustang GT, and this car, though it doesn't compare, is
still fun to drive. Pretty roomy for me, a lb guy. Stereo system sounds OK, for a lower-end
vehicle. In the northern rust belt, this car abhors water and the damage it does more than the
Wicked Witch of the West. Definitely needs a driver's arm rest. Update: Took the vehicle to the
auto graveyard day after Thanksgiving , with just under k on it. The tranny was leaking oil when
driven in Reverse, and it just wasn't worth fixing. I bought this car when it had 14, mi. It now has
over , Now a friend was driving it and has wrecked it, was so upset. I never had to change or
repair a single thing on the car except a set of tires. Not once did it ever break down. Only
complaint is the idling, which is normal for these cars. Write a review. See all 56 reviews.
Available styles include ZX2 2dr Coupe 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Ford Escort and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Escort 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Escort. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Ford Escort and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Escort featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Ford Escort. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford Escort. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Superior Ford Focus ZX3 competes in the same showroom, lack of cabin
space, uncomfortable seats. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. The
aged Escort receives a few changes this year. On the outside, there are stylistic changes to its
front and rear fascias, including standard foglamps. Inside, new cloth spruces up the seats, and
the standard model receives a cassette player. Fifteen-inch wheels are standard on all models,
and two new colors make their debut. For , Ford has renamed the options packages "deluxe"
and "premium. Premium models also get power windows, locks and remote keyless entry.
Finally, the in-dash six-disc CD changer is no longer available. Sponsored cars related to the
Escort. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. People who viewed this also viewed 3. The Edmunds
experts tested the Escort both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Ford
Escort fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Escort gets an EPA-estimated 25 mpg.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in
mind that the Escort has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine
whether the Ford Escort is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come
from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Escort. Look for specific complaints

that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Escort's average consumer
rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the
Ford Escort is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability
should all be factors in determining whether the Escort is a good car for you. Check back soon
for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions
include: ZX2 2dr Coupe 2. If you're interested in the Ford Escort, the next question is, which
Escort model is right for you? Escort variants include ZX2 2dr Coupe 2. What do people think of
the Ford Escort? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Ford Escort and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ford Escort? Which Ford Escorts are available in my
area? Can't find a new Ford Escorts you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Ford Escort? Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up.
My fuel tank was half full. The only cost to fix the error is the price of fuel to fill the gas tank.
This means that the purge valve of your Evap system is bad. It
audi q7 brake pad warning light
1996 dodge spirit
1989 chevy truck tail light assembly
has happened to me twice. I changed valve brands on the second replacement. I am having the
exact same issue with my Ford Focus. My BF is a mechanic and would like to know the brand
you used for the 2nd replacement?? For this particular make and model to pull this code, it is
more than likely the recall associated with it. If your vehicle feels like a clutch is slipping, or a
transmission issue, do a bit more research. I had my clutch replaced once under warranty, and
convince myself that that was the issue again even though the shutter felt different. The
dealership did my recall, and I was still having issues. I went and got my codes pulled today,
and I pulled this code associate with the recall. Broke down with dash displaying 49 miles left to
empty. I was frustrated and confused until about 20 minutes ago. Had p code before repair put
in a bottle of cataclean and everything clear out. My gas light came on and few minutes later the
check engine light came on with the p code. Yes No

